CROSSWORD
No 17,180 Set by SLEUTH

ACROSS
1 Remains in a hot place forgetting number for drinks (6)
4 Start to tease female with gold among a lot dressed excessively (2,1,5)
9 A British metropolis has part for money? That's sudden (6)
10 A Tamil disorientated in Germany and Austria or in Croatia (8)
12 Chairman working round estate, maybe, gets biscuit (8)
13 One with a request might use this place with facility (6)
15 Tennis players do not welcome this rule, it's said (4)
16 One detail misplaced about good group of representatives (10)
19 Consider overlooking lake in uncontaminated part of Japan? (10)
20 Modern artist observed in film ironically (4)
23 Note a tense expression almost in conversation (6)
25 Sick kid requiring treatment hugs European assistant (8)
27 Climate's varied for climber (8)
28 Priest penning unfortunate article needs support in church? (6)
29 Request made by conservationists in fancy eatery (8)
30 US actor has power and variable energy (6)

DOWN
1 College rector has tool first off as aid for passing exams (7)
2 Instruction I've cited needs revision? About right (9)
3 Written account about Liverpool, say (6)
5 Precious material in address for mate? (4)
6 A militia without it in France is recognisable (8)
7 Extremist starts to undermine legal traditions regulating activities (5)
8 Tried an alternative for part-payment transaction (5-2)
11 Short story writer has rental property concealed by coast in Brittany (7)
14 Young rebel flips admitting criminal riot in US city (7)
17 Ground in Italy lit with no end of excitement in the beginning (9)
18 Do nothing productive, say, kept by one previously serving at back of store (8)
19 Old man with new longing for style (7)
21 A trek is arranged in borders of Oxfordshire to see part of forest? (3,4)
22 Priest that is beginning to welcome critical contribution (6)
24 Doctor to deal with special celebration? (5)
26 Scorer picked up in catalogue (4)
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